Abstract: Recent developments in man-machine interaction have motivated researchers to recognize human emotion from speech signals. In this study, we propose using nonlinear dynamics features (NLDs) for emotion recognition. NLDs are extracted from the geometrical properties of the reconstructed phase space of speech signals. The traditional prosodic and spectral features are also used as a benchmark. The Fisher discriminant ratio acts as a filter to remove irrelevant features quickly. Then a wrapper method based on a genetic algorithm and support vector machine is employed to find the best feature subset that obtains the maximum recognition rate. The classification accuracy of the proposed system is evaluated using a 10-fold cross-validation technique on the Berlin database. Our results show that combining the proposed features with prosodic and spectral features notably reduces the classification ambiguity between joy and anger, which are highly confused. The NLDs further render a substantial improvement of 3.32% for females and 7.27% for males in recognition performance when used to augment prosodic and spectral features. Finally, by using all types of features for classifying 7 emotion categories, overall recognition rates of 82.72% and 85.90% are obtained for females and males, respectively.
Introduction
Speaking is the most popular method of communication between humans. This has motivated researchers to develop interactive systems that can recognize human speech. However, for natural interaction, the machine should be intelligent enough to recognize the speaker's emotion by analyzing the acoustics of his or her voice. This has introduced a relatively new and challenging research area with a wide range of applications in manmachine interaction, known as speech emotion recognition (SER) [1] . SER can be considered as a pattern recognition problem that consists of 3 main stages: 1) feature extraction, 2) feature selection, and 3) pattern classification.
The acoustic features employed for SER can be mainly categorized into 2 groups: prosodic features and spectral features. Prosodic features, which are widely used in SER, offer important emotional cues of the speaker [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These features are usually calculated as statistics of pitch and energy tracking contours [1] . In recent years, spectral features, which are generally extracted from the speech spectrum, have received significant attention. These features could improve the recognition performance by providing complementary information for prosodic features [6] . Both prosodic and spectral features are commonly computed based on the conventional linear source-filter modeling of the human speech production system [7] . * Correspondence: a.harimi@gmail.com It is believed that there exist important nonlinear 3D fluid dynamics phenomena during speech production that cannot be taken into account by a linear model [8, 9] . In order to fill the gap between linear deterministic models and random, complicated, and strongly unpredictable processes, nonlinear dynamics has offered several tools such as phase space reconstruction (PSR) and fractal dimensions. Measures such as mutual information, dimension correlation, entropy correlation, Shannon entropy, Lempel-Ziv complexity, and Hurst exponents have been employed to recognize human emotion from speech signals [10] . In the last decade, PSR has been employed for various speech processing applications such as speech recognition [11, 12] , speech enhancement [13, 14] , and detecting sleepiness from speech [15] .
The main contribution of this study is employing nonlinear dynamics features (NLDs) extracted from the geometrical properties of PSR for SER. The effectiveness of these features is evaluated by means of the Fisher discriminant ratio (FDR) and classification accuracy. We also verify whether NLDs can serve as useful additions to the widely used prosodic and spectral features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes the PSR. Section 3 details two main parts of the proposed method: the feature extraction, and the filter and wrapper feature selection algorithm based on the FDR and genetic algorithm (GA). Section 4 introduces the database employed here. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives concluding remarks.
Phase space reconstruction for SER
The phase space of a deterministic dynamical system is constructed by the collection of possible states of the system. Since it is impossible to describe the phase space for most experimental and naturally occurring chaotic dynamical systems, attractor reconstruction methods have been developed to represent the phase space of such systems [16] . In these techniques, the signal produced by the system is considered as a time series. According to Taken's embedding theorem [9] , for a time series x n , n = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , . . . , N, a PSR can be produced by creating vectors as:
where d is the embedding dimension and τ is the chosen time delay. x n is a row vector and represents the position of a single point in the PSR. These vectors are concatenated column-wise to form the trajectory matrix that completely defines the dynamics of the system and creates a PSR as follows:
. . .
The time lag is commonly determined as the first zero of an autocorrelation function or the first minimum of an automutual function [17] . This provides the maximum independency of dimensions in PSR space. The minimum embedding dimension is also determined using the false nearest neighbor algorithm [18] .
The process of producing speech can be treated as a dynamical system with 1-dimensional time series data, so the nonlinear dynamics of the system can be modeled by PSR [12] . Since the characteristics of the speech production system change over the time, it is common to analyze the signal in short time intervals where the signal is more stationary. In applications such as speech recognition, the objective is to classify short segments of speech (e.g., phonemes) using frame-level features. In such cases, the speech signal is segmented into short frames, and then the proper time lag and embedding dimension are determined for individual frames to represent it in the phase space [11] . Finally, the frame-level features are extracted from the PSRs. In applications such as detecting sleepiness from speech [15] or emotion recognition, on the other hand, the speech signal is classified entirely using utterance-level features. In order to reconstruct the entire speech signal in the phase space, suboptimal values are determined for τ and d. Here we set τ and d to 1 and 3 samples, respectively, as suggested in [15] . For discrete time signals, the time lag (in unit of seconds) can be obtained from the time lag (in unit of samples) divided by the sampling rate (in unit of hertz).
Figures 1a to 1g show the PSR of a short segment ("ein") cut from a German sentence ("In sieben Stunden wird es soweit sein") expressed by a woman with 7 different emotions: anger, boredom, disgust, fear, joy, neutrality, and sadness, respectively. The sentence was selected from the Berlin emotional database [19] .
As shown in Figures 1a to 1g , for a same phoneme, the shape of PSR is significantly different when it is expressed with different emotions. For instance, the trajectories of low-stressed emotions such as boredom, sadness, and neutrality are squeezed along the identity line while the trajectories of high-arousal emotions such as anger and joy look more complicated and are expanded in various directions. This result is promising for us to extract vital emotional information from PSR for classifying speech samples according to their emotional states.
Proposed method
The proposed method can be summarized in the following two steps: first, feature extraction, in which the NLDs of prosodic and spectral features are extracted from the input samples, and second, feature selection and training classifier, wherein a two-stage filter and wrapper feature selection approach is employed to train the classifier using an optimal feature set.
Feature extraction
In this part, we detail the proposed NLD features extracted from the PSR. Prosodic and spectral features considered in our experiments are also described. These features are used here as a benchmark and, more importantly, to verify whether the NLDs can serve as useful additions to the widely used prosodic and spectral features.
Nonlinear dynamics features
The geometrical properties of the PSR are represented by 4 descriptor contours. The first one is the distance to the centroid of the attractor [15] :
where N is the number of attractors in PSR and a i is the distance to the centroid of the i th attractor. The second contour is the length of trajectory legs [15] :
The third one depicts the current angle between consecutive trajectory legs [15] : Finally, the last curve proposed in this work is the distance of points to the identity line:
(6) Figure 2 shows an attractor forming the trajectory of 3 consecutively following vectors a1, a2, and a3 and geometrical properties of this attractor in typical 2-dimensional phase space. Twenty time domain functions are then employed to capture statistical information of the descriptor contours. These functions include min, max, range, mean, median, trimmed mean 10%, and trimmed mean 25%; 1st, 5th, 10th, 25th, 75th, 90th, 95th, and 99th percentile; and interquartile range, average deviation, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis [15, 20] . These functions are also applied to the first and second derivatives of the contours (velocity and acceleration contours) to capture local dynamic information [6, 15] . The process thus provides a 240-dimensional feature vector containing NLDs for each input waveform. The block diagram of extracting NLDs is shown in Figure 3 .
In this work, we employ this method to extract features from the original speech signal, voiced speech signal, unvoiced speech signal, glottal excitation waveform, pitch contour, and energy contour. Thus, in total, 6 × 240 = 1440 NLD features are extracted. Voiced and unvoiced parts of speech are separated by thresholding on energy and zero-crossing rate (ZCR) contours. Glottal excitation is determined using an inverse filtering method [21] , and pitch is estimated for voiced speech using an autocorrelation-based pitch tracking algorithm [22] .
Prosodic features
Prosodic features are the most widely used features in SER [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . They are commonly based on pitch, energy, and speaking rate. In order to extract these types of features from a speech signal, it is common to use statistical properties of pitch and energy tracking contours [6, 23, 24] . In this work, the 20 time domain functions described in Section 3.1.1 are employed to extract features from these contours and their first and second derivatives. The ratio between the duration of voiced and unvoiced speech is also used as a timing-based feature. Thus, we have in total 60 pitch-based features and 60 energy-based features in addition to 1 timing-based feature.
The commonly used ZCR and Teager energy operator (TEO) [25] of the speech signal are also examined here. These features do not directly relate to prosody but in this work we evaluate their performance along with prosodic features. TEO conveys information about the nonlinear airflow structure of speech production [26] . The TEO for a discrete-time signal x n is defined as:
In order to extract ZCR-and TEO-related features, we apply the aforementioned 20 statistical functions to ZCR and TEO curves and their deltas and double deltas. Finally, we have 4 × 20 × 3 + 1 = 241 prosodic features.
Spectral features
In this paper, we employ 2 types of spectral features: the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and formants. These features are reported as effective spectral features for SER [27] [28] [29] [30] . In order to extract these types of features, the speech signal is first filtered by a high-pass filter with a preemphasis coefficient of 0.97. The first 12 MFCCs and the first 4 formants are extracted from 20 ms Hamming-windowed speech frames every 10 ms, and so their contours are formed. Then, using the 20 statistical features described in Section 3.1.1, the statistical information is extracted. The similar features are also extracted from the delta and double-delta contours. In total, 16 × 20 × 3 = 960 spectral features are extracted in this work. All features extracted here are listed in Table 1 .
FDR-GA based filter and wrapper feature selection
Removing irrelevant features is an important task to avoid the curse of dimensionality [31] . To this end, we employ a hybrid filter and wrapper feature selection algorithm in which the filter-based method quickly removes irrelevant features. Then the wrapper method optimizes the feature subset using the GA and linear support vector machine (SVM) [32] . Energy, delta energy, double -delta energy;
Rat o between the durat on of vo ced and unvo ced speech;
ZCR, delta ZCR, and double -delta ZCR;
TEO, delta TEO, and double-delta TEO;
12 MFCCs, the r deltas, and the r double-deltas; Spectral features: (960) Apply 20 stat st cal funct ons to: 4 formants, the r deltas, and the r double-deltas; θ In this method, the features are first filtered according to their FDR values [33] . The normalized multiclass FDR for the uth feature is defined as [6] :
where µ ci,u and σ 2 ci,u are the mean and variance of the uth feature of the i th class, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , C, and C is the total number of classes. According to Eq. (8), FDR measures the interclass distance against the intraclass similarity between each pair of classes for each feature and normalizes it by the number of binary comparisons. Features of small discrimination ratio can then be removed by a thresholding process. Here the threshold is set to 0.15, as was proposed by a similar work on the same database [6] . However, applying the FDR-based (or generally filter-based) feature selection algorithms alone can be hazardous, because they only evaluate the discriminative power of each feature individually and effects such as feature correlation and classifier properties cannot be taken into account [6, 33] . In order to overcome the aforementioned problem, we suggest using a GA-based feature selection as the second stage.
The GA is utilized to select an optimal feature subset from the prescreened features that are selected by the FDR-based feature selection approach. This algorithm iteratively examines various feature subsets and considers the combined effect of the features and SVM classifier during the evaluation process. In the GA, each chromosome is a binary string representing a candidate feature set. The length of each chromosome is equal to the total number of features in the prescreened feature vector obtained by the FDR. In the chromosomes each bit represents a feature. If the value of the bit is 1, the corresponding feature is selected. On the contrary, if the value of the bit is 0, the corresponding feature is not selected. The number of chromosomes is equal to the population size in the GA.
In small sample size problems, it is common to use cross-validation techniques to train the classifier [34] . The proposed wrapper algorithm is performed using a 10-fold cross-validation technique. In this method, the training dataset is divided based on random sampling. Samples in each class are randomly divided into 10 nonoverlapping subsets approximately equal in size. In each validation trial, 9 subsets from every class are taken for designing the SVM classifier using the features selected by the GA, and the remaining one is used to evaluate the performance of the selected features using the designed classifier. Thus, there are 10 distinct designingevaluating processes in each iteration of the GA and therefore 10 fitness values (classification accuracies) for each chromosome. The overall fitness value of each chromosome is determined by averaging over the 10 obtained fitness values.
When the fitness values are determined for all of the chromosomes, the GA chooses the qualified chromosomes using the roulette wheel selection technique. Crossover and mutation operators are then applied to the selected chromosomes in order to generate new offspring. The algorithm is iterated until the termination criterion is satisfied. This process is schematically shown in Figure 4 . GA parameters are listed in Table 2 . Details for designing the GA are presented in [35] [36] [37] . 
Emotional speech data
The final goal of a SER system is to recognize the emotional state of natural speech, but developing natural speech databases is very expensive and they are commonly restricted [38] . However, despite the crucial role of the database in emotion recognition [39] , a large number of researchers who study this topic use acted databases.
The Berlin database of German emotional speech [19] is a popular and public database that has been employed in many related works [2] [3] [4] 6, 10, 38, 40] . This database consists of 535 utterances with 10 different contexts, which were expressed by 10 professional actors (5 males and 5 females) with 7 emotions. In this database audio files were recorded in WAV format: 16 kHz, 16 bit, and mono. The numbers of speech utterances for the emotion categories are listed in Table 3 . Female  67  46  35  32  44  40  37  301  Male  60  35  11  37  27  39  25  234  Total  127  81  46  69  71  79  62  535 
Emotional state Anger Boredom Disgust Fear Joy Neutral Sadness Total

Experiments
In this section, the results of the experimental evaluation are presented. The linear SVM [32] is used for the recognition of 7 emotion categories in the Berlin database. In this study, it is assumed that a gender classifier with perfect classification accuracy, which is proposed by [41] , is utilized beforehand. The system is therefore implemented separately for males and females. Features from training data are linearly scaled to [-1, 1] before applying the SVM. As suggested in [6, 42] , features from test data are also scaled using the trained linear mapping function.
In order to evaluate the classifier reliably, results are produced using 10-fold cross-validation here. In this technique, the data are divided based on random sampling of utterances. For this purpose, samples in each class are randomly divided into 10 nonoverlapping subsets approximately equal in size. In each validation trial, 9 subsets from every class are taken for training (training dataset), and the remaining one is kept unseen until the testing phase (testing dataset) [6, 43] .
In the following, the proposed NLDs are initially compared to prosodic and spectral features by means of FDR scores before being applied to the SVM. Then their contribution as supplementary features to prosodic and spectral features is investigated in terms of classification accuracy.
Comparison of proposed NLDs with prosodic and spectral features using FDR score
Here the features are ranked by their FDR values using all samples in the Berlin database and then FDR values are averaged over the top N f dr FDR-ranked features. Figures 5a and 5b show the average FDR curves as a function of N f dr for prosodic features for females and males, respectively. Similarly, Figures 6a and 6b illustrate the average FDR curves for spectral features for females and males, respectively. These curves are depicted in Figures 7a and 7b for NLDs for females and males, respectively. These average FDR curves can provide rough indicators for the discrimination power of various features regardless of the utilized classifier. As seen from Figures 5a and 5b, the pitch-related features are superior to other prosodic features, but when they are combined with other prosodic features the average FDR is boosted. As can be seen from Figures 6a and 6b, MFCCs offer more discriminative features than formants specifically for male speakers. As depicted in Figures 7a and 7b , pitch NLDs, voiced NLDs, and glottal NLDs suggest more efficient features than other NLDs. Figures 8a and 8b represent a comparison among prosodic features, spectral features, NLDs, and their combinations for females and males, respectively. Based on these figures, NLDs offer the most discriminative features for both males and females. However, NLDs are not as discriminative as the combination of prosodic and spectral features. They can significantly upgrade the discrimination power when used along with prosodic and spectral features. Comparing Figure 8a with Figure 8b reveals that for each type of feature, the average FDR for females is higher than for males. In other words, the extracted features for emotion classification of females are more discriminative than for males.
Comparison of proposed NLDs with prosodic and spectral features using classification accuracy
As mentioned earlier, the FDR only evaluates the discriminative power of each feature individually. In order to evaluate the power of a feature set in classification we directly use classification accuracy as a criterion. From Figure 9a , it is clear that for females, spectral features are better than prosodic and NLD features in terms of classification accuracy, but Figure 9b shows that for males, the NLDs are superior to prosodic and spectral features. Interestingly, for male speakers, the proposed NLDs are competitive as compared to the combined prosodic and spectral features (Figure 9b) . However, for both males and females, combining the NLDs with the prosodic and spectral features significantly improves the classification accuracy. This shows that NLDs can bring effective supplementary emotional information for conventional prosodic and spectral features. The numeric results of applying GA to the prescreened features are represented in Table 4 with the SVM employed for classification and the results averaged over the 10 cross-validation trials. As can be seen from Table 4 , for most of the emotions, the best recognition rate is achievable using combination of all types of features. Interestingly, however, the best recognition rate of neutral emotion is obtained using a combination of prosodic and spectral features. In other words, combining NLDs with the prosodic and spectral features reduces the recognition rate of neutrality for both males and females. This is also valid for joy and sadness in the case of female speakers. Figure 10 shows the average recognition rates obtained by various types of features. Here the average recognition rate is the number of samples from all emotions correctly recognized divided by the total number of samples. As can be seen from Figure 10 , for females, by combining NLDs with prosodic and spectral features the average recognition rate increased from 79.40% to 82.72%, i.e. 3.32% error rate reduction. For males, the average recognition rate of 78.63% obtained by prosodic and spectral features increases to 85.90% when NLDs are employed as supplementary features. Surprisingly, by adding the proposed NLDs to prosodic and spectral features, males' emotions can be recognized more accurately than females' emotions, while with both the prosodic and spectral features and also their combination, females' emotions are recognized better than males' emotions. In other words, NLD features are more useful as a complement to prosodic and spectral features for males than for females.
The confusion matrices are shown in Tables 5 and 6 for the best recognition rates achieved by combined prosodic and spectral features for females and males, respectively. In these confusion matrices, the left-most column is the true emotions and the rate column lists per class recognition rates. Precision of each class is determined as the number of samples correctly assigned to the class divided by the total number of samples assigned to it.
The confusion matrices as the result of classification using the combination of all types of features are shown in Tables 7 and 8 for females and males, respectively.
As seen from Tables 5 and 6 , the ambiguity in classification of joy and anger is responsible for the major part of the error. It has been reported as a serious challenge in many SER studies that most emotional features confuse valence-related emotions such as anger and joy [6, 44, 45] . This is due to the fact that most of the acoustic features are related to arousal (activation) [45] . Comparing the results of experiments using the combination of prosodic and spectral features (Tables 5 and 6 ) and those of proposed NLDs combined with prosodic and spectral features (Tables 7 and 8) shows that the proposed feature set notably reduces the classification ambiguity between joy and anger. These promising results reveal that the proposed NLDs can serve as useful additions to the widely used prosodic and spectral features. Figure 11 shows the emotion locations in the 2-dimensional activation-valence emotion space [46] . As can be seen, anger and joy have similar activations and opposite valences. Although the result of the proposed method cannot be directly compared to the existing methods due to different conditions of experiments such as data partitioning, a brief review of performance figures reported with the Berlin database can be useful for general benchmarking. In [10] , 93.78% accuracy was obtained using features based on nonlinear dynamics and a neural network classifier for a 3-class problem (neutrality, fear, and anger). In [6] , the best average recognition rate of 85.6% was obtained under 10-fold cross-validation for classifying 7 emotions using a multiclass SVM classifier and modulation spectral features. A recognition rate of 88.8% was reported for recognizing 6 emotions using a 3-stage classification scheme and a large set of voice quality parameters [47] . Figure 11 . Two-dimensional activation-valence emotion space.
Conclusion
The aim of this study was to evaluate NLDs for the recognition of human emotions from speech. These features have also been compared to conventional prosodic and spectral features in terms of FDR score and classification accuracy. This paper has demonstrated the potential and promise of the NLDs for emotion recognition. The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study.
The first major finding was that, for a speech signal, the shape of the PSR is dramatically related to the speaker's emotional state. This suggests that NLDs extracted from the geometrical properties of PSR convey important emotional cues of the speaker. These features can serve as useful complements for widely used prosodic and spectral features that are commonly extracted based on the conventional linear source-filter model.
The second major finding was that NLDs can significantly improve the recognition rate of highly confused valence-related emotions: joy and anger. Since most of the acoustic features are related to arousal (activation) [45] , most of the emotional features confuse valence-related emotions such as anger and joy [6, 44, 45] . According to our experiments, NLDs can overcome this challenge by providing valuable valence-related supplementary features for traditional prosodic and spectral features.
Moreover, the results of our experiments showed that NLD features are more useful as a complement to prosodic and spectral features for males than for females. When NLDs are used to augment prosodic and spectral features, a substantial improvement of 7.27% is achieved for males, while the average recognition rate of females' emotions improves by only 3.32%.
As future work we plan to investigate the extraction of other features from PSR. Also, as the ultimate aim of a SER system is to recognize emotions for real work data, evaluating the proposed system under different conditions such as in presence of noise and chatter will be useful. Furthermore, focusing on effective methods for classifying commonly confused valence-related emotions such as joy and anger can be beneficial.
